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Queen Letizia blew us away with these three amazing dresses in the United States - which one's your 

favourite? 
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This week, Spain’s Queen Letizia simply sweeped the boards regarding royal outfits, and therefore we have a 

true Letizia-edition of this week’s Outfit of the Week. 



During her and King Felipe’s official state visit to the United States, the Spanish Queen has worn a number of 

just amazing outfits — some a bit casual business-chic for daytime events and a series of evening dresses that 

just blew us away. Check them out and vote for your favourite in the poll! 

SARAH — the fabulous flapper dress in Miami 

SAVE 
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This 1920s inspired flapper dress really caught my eye, when Queen Letizia wore it for the screening of the 

Spanish Filmmaker Guillermo Fesser’s film ‘Candida’. You can’t blame the people there for snapping photos 

of Letizia like crazies, because the Spanish Queen really upped the fashion game with this fun and shimmering 

party dress from her favourite designer Felipe Varela. The 1920s hairstyle and her subtle Caroline Herrera 

sandals were a perfect match. The verdict is still out on the matching coat though. 
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JOSEPHINE — the midnight cocktail dress 

SAVE 
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Letizia wore this amazing cocktail dress, believed to be a Felipe Varela creation, for an inauguration dinner in 

San Augustin in the United States, and it almost made me speechless! The mix of midnight blue and black 

complete with glittering stones scattered all over just makes this the ultimate dress for a Queen like Letizia in 

my opinion. Her very cute braided updo makes sure she stays formal without being too formal. I love it! 
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VICTORIA — the Little Black Dress, upgraded 

SAVE 
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I was blown away by this utterly astonishing cocktail dress by Felipe Varela worn by Letizia at a dinner at the 

University of Georgetown hosted in honour of her and King Felipe on the occasion of their official visit. The 

dress features a strapless satin bodycon frock with an overlay of sheer tulle embroidered in an almost tattoo-

like manner. Definitely a perfect example of the classic LBD (Little Black Dress) with an upgraded twist! 
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Which one is your favourite? 

We fell completely in love with Letizia’s wardrobe this week — But what about you? Vote for your favourite 

and shout if you had a whole different favourite! 

 


